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Rising Rates Hit Munis.
Worries about Federal Reserve interest-rate increases hit state and local debt, even as
concerns about municipal finances retreat

Municipal-bond investors spent more than a decade fretting about state and local government
finances. Now they are worried about interest rates.

Municipal budgets are in far better shape than during the aftermath of the 2007-09 financial crisis
or the early-Covid shutdowns when investors fled munis in droves. But the expectation that the
Federal Reserve will begin ending pandemic stimulus measures has driven yields on state and local
debt, which rise when bond prices fall, to their highest levels since April 2020.

“Credit has just not been the boogeyman that anyone thought it might be,” said Matt Fabian, a
partner with Municipal Market Analytics. “The real risk in the sector at least for now is rates.”

Investors seek munis for their stable, often tax-free payments, considered low-risk because they are
typically backed by taxes or fees on essential government services. Over the past decade, with yields
remaining fairly stable, even a small drop in a town’s credit rating could cause a relatively
significant change in the price of its bonds.

Many now consider the prospect of rising rates a more immediate threat, reducing the appeal of
outstanding debt by offering better returns on newly issued bonds.

Benchmark 10-year, triple-A general-obligation bonds were trading at 1.65% Friday, according to
Refinitiv MMD, up from 1.04% at the start of the year.

The premium investors pay for gold-plated, triple-A rated bonds compared with more speculative
triple-B debt has shrunk to 0.7 percentage point from 0.83 percentage point a year ago, according to
Refinitiv MMD data for 10-year, general-obligation munis.

The finances of America’s towns, counties and school districts are looking increasingly stable, with
governments raking in revenue thanks to federal aid and the stimulus-fueled economic recovery. At
the state level, budgets are so flush that officials are topping up state pension funds and giving
residents tax rebates.

The bustling economy has served as a rising tide that lifted a range of municipal credits. There were
238 more upgrades of municipal borrowers than downgrades in 2021 by ratings firm S&P Global,
not including housing projects. In 2020, there were 676 more downgrades than upgrades. There are
now fewer government entities working their way through bankruptcy than at almost any time in the
past 10 years, according to Municipal Market Analytics.

Defaults are rare for municipal borrowers, aside from speculative projects like nursing homes that
are allowed to issue municipal bonds because they are perceived to have some public benefit. Now
postcrisis restructurings by cities like Detroit and San Bernardino, Calif., are in the rearview mirror.
Puerto Rico last month emerged from bankruptcy—the largest municipal issuer ever to restructure.
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Longer-term threats to municipal finances remain, including climate change, underfunded pension
liabilities and population loss in older cities in the Northeast and Midwest. But current risks to the
value of bonds issued by states and cities are generally coming from larger market forces, analysts
said.

Investors have pulled a net $6.7 billion from municipal-bond funds so far this year, according to
Refinitiv Lipper, the most sustained outflows since March and April 2020, when early-pandemic
shutdowns left investors panicked that cities and towns would struggle to pay bills. That loss of
confidence drove yields on 10-year, tax-exempt, triple-A general-obligation munis to a high of 2.8%
on March 23, 2020, when 10-year Treasurys were yielding 0.75%.

Now muni yields are rising alongside Treasury yields as investors try to game out the volatility in
global markets and the intentions of world leaders.

“It’s sometimes very hard to read the tea leaves when you’ve got geopolitical risk, Covid, a Fed that
is going to be raising rates and inflation that may or may not be transitory,” said Cynthia Clemson,
co-director of municipal investments at Eaton Vance Management.

“Municipal credit is in good shape,” Ms. Clemson said. “Everyone’s trying to think ‘What are rates
going to do?’”
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